
Additional Notes

Variations

Standard Riffs = Foundation = Springboard

Passing Tones Variation                                      Original Riff                Variation

The Blues Riff Variation                                   Original Riff               Variation

Doublestops Variation                                       Original Riff       Variation

The first step in being able to improvise the Blues is to learn and copy a collection of standard Blues riffs. 

Once a basic foundation or vocabulary of riffs is memorized, the next step will be to use these riffs as a

springboard for a little more creativity through the application of variations.   Before moving on to the

following sections, be sure to have reviewed Blues/Rock Soloing 1-11. 
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Any sequence of notes found within the standard Pentatonic Minor box pattern can be used to create or

improvise Blues riffs.  For a beginner guitarist, who has only memorized a handful of riffs, having the ability

to suddenly makeup riffs on the spot will still take more time to develop.   What can be done to initiate a little

more creativity with soloing is to build on the foundation of what has been learned so far by applying

variations to standard Blues riffs. 

The ability to add variations to standard riffs will help spark more ideas for creativity and improvisation. 

When starting to try out original ideas, a general rule to follow is to phrase properly.  In other words, play

any sequence of notes within the box pattern, but apply phrasing technique by beginning and ending riffs on

root notes. 

For audio/video examples of this lesson, go to www.PaluzziGuitar.com                                                                    Blues/Rock Soloing - 12

Once a standard riff is memorized and

practiced, adding variations to that riff can 

create more improvisational options. Based

from ‘The Blues Riff’ (Blues/Rock Soloing

-1), this variation also begins with a third-

string bend that is followed by notes played

on the top two strings fretted with  a

flattened first finger.

The addition of three passing tones within

the standard Pentatonic Minor box pattern

(Blues/Rock Soloing-7) provides many

more options for variations to passing tone

riffs.  This variation features a double

hammer-on played on the fourth string. 
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Any two adjacent strings within the

Pentatonic Minor box pattern can be played

together as doublestops.  This variation of

the original doublestop riff (Blues/Rock

Soloing -7) features a doublestop played by

flattening the first finger across the middle

strings.  
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